variant data in a database and record time of occurrence.Transaction time helps to maintain versioning. Another type of timevariant data model, called as bi-temporal data model is union of valid time and transaction time information. Time stamping is the -value of time associated with a data value‖, that can be a temporal element, time interval or time point. There are two types of time stamping: Attribute time stamping& Tuple time stamping.
a) Attribute Time stamping:
In attribute time stamping, value of timestamp is associated with attributes of relation (database  table) . The following are characteristics of attribute time stampingi) Time Variant Data is stored using Non-First Normal Form.
ii) It utilizes single relation/tuple to store time changing attributes. It does notdistinguish the time-variant and time invariant data into distinct tuples. iii) It keeps away from redundancy and is more expressive. iv) Attribute time stamping is more appropriate to execute legitimate time inquiries as it executes them quicker, but minimum reasonable for bi-temporal queries and performance degrades as the nesting level of queries increase. Figure 4 
REVIEW OF TEMPORAL DATA MODELS
The temporal models supervise two sorts of information: time-variant and in addition time in variant. Time can be included in any kind of model like entity-relationship, semantic data models, knowledge based data models and deductive databases. Relational and object oriented models extended to have time dimensions over past two decades. In this section,we have reviewed these models,basis on valid time or transaction time and then bi-temporal data models.
A. Valid Time Temporal Data Models
There are three approaches to represent the valid time in any temporal data model -single chronon (event timestamp), intervals (interval timestamp), or as valid-time elements (finite set of intervals). Valid time is related in three ways -with individual attributes value, attribute groups, or with the whole tuple.
Brooks [1] Sadeghi [17] designed a temporal data model featuring HQL, which is a calculus based valid-time query language.Objectsin this model are depictedas valid time relations. Two inherent fields Start and Stop,which record the end -points of each tuple's validity interval. This model required coalescing.
Sarda [24] designed a temporal data model incorporating HSQL, which is a calculus based valid-time query language. Objects in this model are characterized as snapshots or valid time relations. Attribute named Period, is used to record the valid time.
Period is implicit, non-atomic field. -Period‖ is not closed at its right boundary.
Segev [14] Time Sequence is primary structure of the temporal data model, which recognizes objects by sequence of time-value pairs. Variety of time sequences are stepwise constant behavior, discrete behavior, and continuous behavior assumed for different applications. A set of time sequences is time sequence collection (TSC). Lorentzos [20] [21] First Temporal Relational Model to integrate nested specs of timestamps using values of multiple granularity and to support periodic events. It uses attribute timestamping. No implicit timestampsassumed and used numeric explicit valuesfor updated attributes. Timestamps can be chrononor boundary point of validity interval of one or more attributes.
B. Transaction Time Temporal Data Models:
Principally, versioning distinguishes Object oriented data models. Transaction time data models supports versioning. These data models permit self-assertive, user-defined identifiers related with versions. If required, a whole version hierarchyassigned to data model.
Kimball [4] associates facts with time implicitly. For any update operation, timestampis not explicitly mentioned. It portrays only the snapshots pulled out from transaction time relations.There is no notion for explicit timestamp, as association of time and facts is implicit. Similarly, transaction-time event, interval or element stamping usagecannot be observed.Event-stamped tuples and pointers to predecessor tuples can do an implementation of DATA model.
Stonebraker [16] Postgre data model upkeeps transaction-time, built on object oriented data model. In this model,the display is not limited to snapshot states. Relations containing all tuples are a sequence of states. Intervals represent time and uses Postquel language based upon Quel for data operations.
Jensen [26] [27]DM/T model contains a system generated and maintained relation (transaction time) called as backlog. This backlog contains time markedchange history of the associated user defined relations. Backlog tuples are impressed with a single time value along withmodified field values. A time slice of a backlog collected for the portion that existed at that time interval.Thus, timestamps accessed like other explicit attributes.
C. Bi-temporal Data Models
Bi-temporal data models backs both valid time and transaction time, implemented using relational databases. Bi-temporal structures are basic components of bi-temporal models that result in consistent temporality. Vincent S. Lai, Jean Pierre Kuilboer and Jan L. Guynes [32] proposed extension of the EER Model by addition of the time dimension, named Temporal Enhanced Entity Relationship (TEER). This model uses both valid time and transaction time dimensions. This model stores full history of every entity and its relationship.
Ben-Zvi
Debabratadey, Terence M. Barron and Veda C. Storey [34] proposed Temporal Event Entity Relationship Model (TEERM). It is bitemporal in nature. New relationships like static, dynamic, quasi-static relationships and capturing the real world aspects, introduced in this model. Representation of events lead to redundancy into tables.
A temporal data model should meet the specific objectives, which can prompt the best conceivable results. The modelled application should have its semantics captured clearly and precisely. It must represent all the time-variant and time-invariant attributes. In any case, this is most likely impractical to have every one of these components while outlining a temporal data model. There exists an expansion of SQL i.e. TSQL2 which utilizes Bi-temporal Conceptual Data Model that uses the basic semantics of time-varying relations. A diverse model i.e. the representational data model used for guaranteed high execution.
Another data model, i.e.presentational data model portrays the time-varying conduct for the user. In this manner, no single data model can reach every one of the objectives that is the reason a combination of data models used to satisfy all. 
D. Comparison

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE AREA OF WORK
The exploration in the territory of temporal database has been going on from last two decades. Codd proposed the relational model with relational algebra, because of which the fundamental concentration was just on the relational model. When it was required to include time with the data in a composed way, it brings about temporal relational databases. After a few decades, requirement emerges to capture real world elements with this time attribute, which brings temporal object-oriented data models. A discussion focuses on the following:  A concise talk on the fundamental relational databases, which are usedall around.  An inspection on need of temporal databases, as what issues were there in consequence of which we require temporal database.  Examination and understanding of various time dimensions or time aspects of the temporal models.  Many temporal data models analyzed. Some of which are quite recently implemented and some are not implemented  A lot of research done on both types of temporal: relational and object oriented models, but none of the models satisfies all the desired objectives as an individual model. So, use a set of data models for the best outcomes.
Areas that should be tended to in not so distant future  Performance tuning is a big task that needs to be think through in temporal databases. Volume of temporal database is huge, which takes a lot of time for processing. Data may be heterogeneous in nature, which will again affect the performance of operations on temporal database. Temporal joins, temporal indexes, parallel computing are the areas where performance tuning of temporal databases can be done.  Temporal data models incorporates tuple time stamping, which enhances redundancy in the database and hence increasing size of database & hence tables. To work upon, it will be more difficult to have full tables in main memory. Temporal data models implementation using Distributed environments and parallel computing can resolve the same.
